Social Event
Wednesday, July 9th 2008

14h00 Meeting point in Ouchy «Débarcadère d’Ouchy»
14h15 Departure by boat to Château de Chillon

16h00 Visit of the Château de Chillon with English guide
17h00 Wine tasting and explanation regarding wine growing

18h00 Departure from Chillon to Villeneuve (private bus)
Or short walk along the lake to Villeneuve

18h45 Dinner at the Château de Villeneuve

22h00 Departure from Villeneuve to Lausanne (private bus)
22h40 Back to Lausanne (approx.)
From the EPFL, take the subway in the direction of Bourdonnette and get off at the stop «Bourdonnette». From there, take bus number 2 into the direction of Desert and get off at the stop «Ouchy». Then, follow the arrow above. The meeting point is on the port of embarkation, in front of the ticket desk. Coming from the center of Lausanne, get off the Metrobus at the stop «Ouchy».

- Bus stop «Ouchy»
- Meeting point